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ately sensitive to kanamycin and ampicillin, whereas
some strains were highly resistant to streptomycin
and sulfafurazole. The Bacolod group as a whole
was more resistant to streptomycin than the Davao
group. Only 1 strain, isolated in Bacolod, showed
multiple sensitivity, being highly resistant to tetra-
cycline, chloramphenicol and sulfafurazole.

fi-Galactosidase test, amino-acid-decarboxylase test
and oxidation ofgluconate
Although all strains tested fermented lactose after

4 days' incubation, all showed positive results in the
,B-galactosidase test. No strain oxidized gluconate.
It is worth mentioning that all strains produced
decarboxylation of lysine, but not of arginine.

Some Observations on the Detection of Cholera Carriers
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During the past few years, much progress has
been made in the laboratory detection of cholera
cases and carriers.b-e Nevertheless, it is generally
agreed that unexpected lapses may occur. A few
observations made in this connexion during the
Joint Philippines-Japan-WHO Cholera Project are
recorded here.

Darkfield microscopy for the detection of cholera
carriers

Recently, darkfield microscopy has been advo-
cated by Benenson et al.f as a suitable technique for
rapid detection of cholera cases.
The technique adopted in the present studies was

essentially similar to that described by Benenson and
his colleagues. A microscope g fitted with a dark-
field condenser was used at a magnification of 400 x .
O Group I anticholera diagnostic serum without any
preservative, having a titre of 2560, was used for
specific inhibition of the motility of vibrios. The
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rectal swabs or faecaJ specimens from patients were
examined by this method both before and after
enrichment. The rectal swabs from carriers were
examined after enrichment only. The material was
inoculated in alkaline peptone water and incubated
for 5-6 hours for enrichment. All specimens were
also examined by the usual cultural method. The
results of the examination of the different specimens
are shown in Table 1.

This technique was tried on only a small number
of cases and carriers during this study, as the equip-
ment became available when the already low
incidence of the disease was on the decline.

It is very difficult to come to any conclusion after
such a limited study, although the technique appears
to be excellent for detecting vibrios in the stools of
cholera patients. There was agreement between the
results of the darkfield microscopy and those

TABLE 1
DETECTION OF VIBRIOS BY DARKFIELD MICROSCOPY

AND CULTURAL EXAMINATION OF THE STOOL
OF 51 CHOLERA PATIENTS

Darkfield microscopy
Cultural No. of

Direct After examination samples
enrichment

+ + + 17

-- - ~~~~~~~~~~~~21

- ~~+ + 1

- - ~~~~~+5

~~+ -7
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obtained by culture in 38 (75.0%) out of 51 cases
examined before enrichment, which is very close to
the figure reported by Benenson et al.f
When 38 contact carriers were examined, only

1 was found to be positive by cultural examination;
7 more specimens, suspected after darkfield micro-
scopy to contain vibrios, were culturally negative.

In the stools of some of the carriers and a few of
the patients, many organisms were found to exhibit
vibrio-like motility when examined under darkfield
microscopy after enrichment in alkaline peptone
water, and it was not easy to determine whether the
movement of some of them had ceased after the
addition of serum. It is known that all polarly
flagellated bacilli have the same type of motility.
Patients admitted in the afternoon were examined
the following morning; this delay in examination
might be responsible for false positive results after
enrichment in some instances. The technique has
not yet been tried on a sufficient number of carriers,
but it does not seem to be as adequate and simple
for detecting carriers as for detecting persons
suffering from cholera with watery stools.

The importance of a second peptone enrichment

For the detection of asymptomatic carriers, it is
essential that the epidemiological aides or health
assistants should visit possible household or com-
munity contacts at their homes. The collection of
fresh stool specimens in a proper receptacle is
desirable but often not possible. For the sake of
convenience the rectal swab has been used to collect
the specimen in areas such as the Philippines, where
the procedure is acceptable.
During this study, 2636 specimens were collected

by rectal swabs, put into alkaline peptone water-
which was used as both transport and enrichment
medium-and sent to the laboratory. On arrival at
the laboratory, the specimens were incubated at
37°C for about 5-6 hours, including the time taken
for transportation; they were then streaked on
plating media. On the next day, about 0.1 ml (or
2-3 loopsful) of the growth in the first peptone water
was transferred to another tube of alkaline peptone
water, incubated at 37°C for 5-6 hours (second
peptone enrichment), and then similarly streaked.
The results are shown in Table 2.

This table shows that 22 out of 206 positive
specimens would not have been detected if the pro-
cedure of second peptone enrichment had not been
adopted. Some specimens were given a third peptone
enrichment, without any improvement in the results.

TABLE 2
ISOLATION OF VIBRIOS AFTER FIRST AND SECOND

PEPTONE WATER ENRICHMENTS

Result after
first paptone
enrichment

Result after Positive specimens a
second peptone

enrichment No. %

+ + 184 7.0

- + 22 0.8

Total 206 7.8

a Total number of specimens examined = 2636.

Improper incubation of the first peptone-water
medium, in which the specimen was collected, might
have been responsible for the increased rate of
isolation after the second peptone enrichment.
Many organisms can overgrow Vibrio cholerae in

alkaline peptone water if kept for a long period in
an incubator or at room temperature in the tropics.
Non-agglutinable vibrios and Pseudomonas over-
grow V. cholerae under similar conditions in liquid
alkaline taurocholate tellurite peptone enrichment
medium.c The ideal holding medium is one in which
organisms cannot grow but are kept viable, but such
a medium cannot be used if the specimen is collected
by a rectal swab which can absorb only about 0.1 ml
of material containing very few organisms. Con-
sidering the simplicity and low cost of alkaline pep-
tone water, it may continue to be used both as
holding and enrichment medium provided a second
peptone enrichment is carried out as a routine pro-
cedure before declaring a specimen negative for vibrio.

Distribution of vibrios in the stools of carriers

Quantitative examination of the stools of carriers
for vibrios revealed that the number of vibrios varies
from 102 to 105 per g of faeces. There are also
numerous commensals such as Proteus and Pseudo-
monas, the growth of which cannot be completely
inhibited by the available selective media for vibrios.
Observations in the laboratory (unpublished data)
indicate that dilution of the faecal specimens per-
mitted detection of smaller numbers of vibrios in
artificially contaminated stool on a highly selective
medium like TCBS agar but not on non-selective
nutrient agar (MEA). Collection of a very small
amount of specimen on a rectal swab would further
reduce the likelihood of detection of carriers unless
vibrios are present in large numbers on the surface
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of the faecal mass to contaminate the mucous
membrane of the rectum.

In order to investigate whether this was so, stools
were collected from carriers, and vibrios were
counted in samples from the surface and from the
interior of the faecal mass. The samples were
weighed separately, homogenized and subjected to
serial 10-fold dilution with 0.1 % peptone saline;

0.1 ml of each dilution was then spread out with a
spreader on plating medium. In 4 specimens
examined the vibrios were found to be 2 to 4 times
more abundant on the surface than in the interior
of the mass. The difference is not statistically
significant, but it indicates that the contamination
of the rectal mucosa is likely to occur if there are
vibrios in the faeces of the person.

Kappa-type Phage Detection as a Method for
the Tracing of Cholera El Tor Carriers

by K. TAKEYA and S. SHIMODORI, Department of Bacteriology, Kyushu University, Fukuoka, Japan,
and C. Z. GomEz, Department of Health, Republic of the Philippines

Working on some strains of vibrios from different
countries, Takeya and his colleagues a-c developed
a method of prophage typing to differentiate two
types of El Tor vibrio. They found the epidemic
strains to be lysogenic and classified them as
"Celebes-type " strains. The phage liberated by the
organism was called " kappa-type " phage. El Tor
vibrios isolated from water sources in India and the
Middle East, and from patients with mild cholera in
Thailand, were found to be non-lysogenic and were
called " classical Ubon " type. A phage-detection
method for the diagnosis of Celebes-type El Tor
vibrio carriers has been devised by Takeya et al.c
To confirm these findings, it was considered neces-
sary to examine a larger number of strains, carriers
and vibrio-contaminated materials in an endemic
area for detection of kappa-type phage by this
technique.

This is a preliminary report on the investigation
carried out in the Republic of the Philippines from
October 1965 to January 1966.

Materials and methods
Specimens. Rectal swabs in alkaline peptone water

and water samples to which one-tenth of their

a Takeya, K. & Shimodori, S. (1963) J. Bact., 85, 957-958.
b Takeya, K., Shimodori, S. & Zinnaka, Y. (1965)

J. Bact., 90, 824-825.
c Takeya, K., Zinnaka, Y., Shimodori, S., Nakayama,

Y., Amako, K. & lida, K. (1965) Lysogeny in El Tor vibrio.
In: Proceedings ofthe Cholera Research Symposium, Honolulu,
Washington, D.C., US Government Printing Office,
pp. 24-29.

volume of 10% alkaline peptone water had been
added were collected from areas around Manila and
sent to the Bureau of Research and Laboratories,
Manila. Stools were collected from patients in the
cholera ward of San Lazaro Hospital, Manila.

Stock cultures of vibrio. The El Tor vibrios
isolated in the Philippines between 1961 and 1965
were preserved in the Bureau of Research and
Laboratories, Manila, as stock strains on nutrient
agar slants at room temperature.
One thousand isolates (200 isolates for each year)

were examined for kappa-type phage. Five stock
strains of classical vibrios imported from other
countries and 40 strains of locally isolated non-
agglutinable (NAG) vibrios were also similarly
tested. The results of these tests will be published
separately.

Detection of kappa-type phages from carriers.
After rectal swabs from suspected carriers were
enriched in alkaline peptone water for 5 hours (first
peptone enrichment), a loopful of culture of the
first enrichment was enriched for a further 5-6 hours
in alkaline peptone water (second peptone enrich-
ment). A drop of the first enrichment culture was
spotted on a plate previously seeded with the
indicator organism-cells of a streptomycin-resis-
tant indicator strain (H218 Smr) suspended in soft
agar medium containing 100 mg streptomycin,
overlaid with a meat-extract agar plate. The results
of the spot test were read after 8-20 hours of incuba-
tion. The detected phages were usually identified as
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